Abstract. For the remote sensing image fusion algorithm based on non-subsampled Contourlet transform (NSCT) calculation complexity and cannot extract details from source images effectively. So a new remote sensing image multi-feature fusion algorithm based on NSCT transform and compressive sensing is proposed. Firstly, luminance component V of multi-spectral image is extracted via HSV transform, and decompose the luminance component V and PAN image by NSCT; Then, Apply PCNN-based fusion rules to fusing low frequency sub-band, and the equivalent number is utilized as the linking strength; For the high frequency sub-band, a fusion rule based on the multi-feature in compressive sensing domain is presented; Finally, the fused images are obtained by inverse NSCT transform and inverse HSV transform, respectively. The experimental results show that the proposed fusion algorithm substantially outperforms the best-known remote sensing image fusion algorithms in terms of calculation complexity and the quality of the fused image, and has the better performance in visual effect and objective evaluation metrics
Introduction
In recent years, fusion technology of MS image and PAN image plays a importance role in the field of military and civilian [1] . MS image has high spectral resolution, but low spatial resolution; the spatial resolution of PAN image is high while the spectral resolution is low. Therefore, combine the spectral information of MS image and the spatial information of PAN image, which is conducive to achieve a comprehensive description of the scene and improve the observer's understanding of the image.
At present, the multi-solution analysis-based algorithm has become the mainstream of the MS image and PAN image fusion algorithm. One of the NSCT transform as multi-solution analysis algorithm [2] , it not only inherit the anisotropy and localization characteristics, but also has the shift-invariance property. Thus, the NSCT is more suitable for image fusion. Unfortunately, the NSCT-based image fusion methods have a higher computational complexity of high frequency sub-band, and poor real-time performance. In order to solve this kind of problem effectively, many researchers have applied compressive sensing (CS) theory to image fusion which based NSCT transform [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, these methods using only a single fusion rule in high-frequency sub-band, for example, literature [3] used weighted standard deviation-based fusion rule, literature [4] [5] adopted maximizing neighborhood average gradient, etc. When using these single characteristics fusion rule in the fusion image, it will lead to optimization of visual and objective evaluation indexes can not be realized [2] .
Proposed Fusion Algorithm
The low-frequency coefficient of image after NSCT decomposition contains approximation image, reflecting the general characteristics of the original image, the high frequency coefficient of image after NSCT decomposition contains the image details and edge feature information. Therefore, in the remote sensing image fusion method based on multi-solution analysis, the selection of fusion rules play an important role in image fusion quality.
Fusion rule of low-frequency sub-band
The low-frequency coefficient of image after NSCT decomposition contains approximation image, reflecting the general characteristics of the original image. In this paper, apply based on PCNN fusion rule to better fusion low-frequency coefficients, and the equivalent number of looks is utilized as the linking strength.
For image I, ( , ) I i j is pixel value at ( , ) ij, and the equivalent number is defined as:
,
where ( , ) I i j and   , Std I i j   represent the regional mean value and regional standard deviation of the image I respectively, In this paper the size of the regional is 3 × 3.
Fusion rule of high-frequency sub-band
The high frequency coefficient of image after NSCT decomposition contains the image details and edge feature information. Therefore, the suitable high frequency fused rules is of great significance to improve the quality of the fused image. Commonly, the high frequency coefficient is often adopted the average gradient based fusion rules, the variance based fusion rules, the energy based fusion rules, and the other characteristics based fusion rules. However, when the above single characteristics based fusion rule is used in the fusion image, it will lead to optimization of visual and objective evaluation indexes cannot be realized. In order to solve this problem, a fusion rule based on the multi-feature in compressive sensing domain is proposed .The process is as follows:
Step1 Apply the measurement matrix to measure the high frequency subband of V component and the PAN image, and obtain the measured value.
Step2 Calculate the average gradient Step4 Calculate the relative average gradient, relative standard deviation and relative energy respectively
E i j exist equal to 0, then considering the features is the worst, secondly calculate the ratio of the remaining features; If
 , the maximum absolute value is used as the final fusion rule.
Step 5 Compare the following three kinds of ratios of measurement value of decision fusion rules
, ,
For any of the measure values, the fusion rule corresponding to the maximum ratio is chosen as the final fusion rule at this measure values.
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Step6 Apply sparsity adaptive matching pursuit(SAMP) algorithm to reconstruct the fused high-frequency subband.
Fusion rule of high frequency subband
Based on the above analysis, the algorithm steps are as follows:
Step1 Extract the luminance component V of MS image via HSV transform, and perform histogram matching on the PAN image;
Step2 Perform the NSCT transform on the PAN image after histogram matching and the V component of MS image respectively;
Step3 Use the fused rules described in section 2.1 to fuse the low frequency subband of the PAN image and the V component of MS image.
Step4 Use the fused rules described in section 2.2 to fuse the high frequency subband of the PAN image and the V component of MS image.
Step5 Obtain the fused image by inverse NSCT transform and inverse HSV transform. The diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig1.
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed image method

Experimental results and analysis
In order to verify the validity and superiority of the remote sensing image fusion algorithm proposed in this paper, we use Matlab7.1 as the tool to select two different remote sensing images for simulation experiment and analysis, and compare with the literature [2] , [4] [5] and the fusion method used in the high frequency reconstruction using the OMP algorithm (orthogonal matching tracking algorithm) as "NSCT-OMP". Among them, NSCT transform adopts "9-7" filter and "pkva" filter, the direction series is [2, 3, 4] . The parameters of the method PCNN are: Table 1 and Table 2 . 
Summary
Based on the NSCT transform multi-directions, time-frequency localization, and the basis of the characteristic of CS theory can reduce the amount of calculation, the paper presents a multi-feature remote sensing image fusion method based on NSCT and CS. Apply PCNN-based fusion rules to fusing low frequency sub-band, and equivalent number of the low frequency sub-band as PCNN link strength; For high frequency sub-band, this paper proposes a multi-feature fusion rule based on CS; Through two groups of MS and PAN image fusion experiments, it shows that this method can reduce computational complexity and can improve the quality of image, and it has good performance on the visual effects and objective indexes .
